Other work has shown that adaptive learning can be highly successful in developing programs which are able to play games at a level similar to human players and, in some cases, exceed the ability of a vast majority of human players. This study uses poker to investigate how adaptation can be used in games of imperfect information. An internal learning value is manipulated which allows a poker playing agent to develop its playing strategy over time. The results suggest that the agent is able to learn how to play poker, initially losing, before winning as the players strategy becomes more developed. The evolved player performs well against opponents with different playing styles. Some limitations of previous work are overcome, such as deal rotation to remove the bias introduced by one player always being the last to act. This work provides encouragement that this is an area worth exploring more fully in our future work.
Introduction
Game playing has a long research history. Chess has received particular interest culminating in Deep Blue beating Kasparov in 1997, albeit with specialized hardware (Hamilton, 1997) and brute force search. However, although arguably, being a 'solved game' chess still receives interest as researchers turn to adaptive learning techniques which allow computers to 'learn' to play chess, rather than being 'told' how it should play (Kendall, 2001) . Adaptive learning was being used for checkers as far back as the 1950's with Samuel's seminal work (1959 , re-produced in Samuel, 2000 . Checkers research would lead to Jonathan Schaeffer developing Chinook, which claimed the world title in 1994 ( Schaeffer, 1996) . Like Deep Blue, it is arguable if Chinook used AI techniques. Chinook had an opening and ending database. In certain games it was able to play the entire game from these two databases. If this could not be achieved, a form of mini-max search, with alpha-beta pruning was used. Despite Chinook becoming the world champion, the search has continued for an adaptive checkers player. Chellapilla and Fogel's ( Chellapilla, 2000) Anaconda was named due to the strangle hold it placed on its opponent. It is also named Blondie24, this being the name it used when competing in internet games (Fogel, 2001) . Anaconda uses an artificial neural network (ANN), with 5000 weights, which are evolved by an evolutionary strategy. The inputs to the ANN are the current board position and it outputs a value which is used in a mini-max search. During the training period, using co-evolution, the program is given no information other than whether it won or lost.
Once Anaconda is able to play at a suitable level, it often searches to a depth of 10, but depths of 6 and 8 are also common in play. Anaconda has been available to the delegates at the Congress on Evolutionary Computing (CEC) conference for the past two years (CEC'00, San Diego and CEC'01, Seoul) with Fogel offering a prize of $100 (CEC'00) and $200 (CEC'01) to anybody who could defeat it. The prize remains unclaimed and at the next conference (CEC'02, Hawaii), the prize rises to $300.
Poker also has an equally long research history with von Neumann and Morgensten (von Neumann, 1944) experimenting with a simplified, two-player, version of poker.
Findler (Findler, 1977) studied poker, over a 20 year period. He also worked on a simplified game, based on 5 -card draw poker with no ante and no consideration of betting position due to the computer always playing last. He concluded that dynamic and adaptive algorithms are required for successful play and static mathematical models were unsuccessful and easily beaten.
In more recent times three research groups have been researching poker. Jonathan Schaeffer (of Chinook fame) and a number of his students have developed ideas which have led to Loki, which is, arguably, the s trongest poker playing program to date. It is still a long way from being able to compete in the World Series of Poker (WSOP), an annual event held in Las Vegas, but initial results are promising. Schaeffer's work concentrates on two main areas (Billings, 1998a and . The first research theme makes betting decisions using probabilistic knowledge to determine which action to take (fold, call or raise) given the current game state. Billings et. al. also uses real time simulation of the remainder of the game that allows the program to determine a statistically significant result in the program's decision making process. Schaeffer's group also uses opponent modeling (Billings, 1998b) . This allows Loki to maintain a model of an opponent and use this information to decide what betting decisions to make.
Koller and Pfeffer (Koller, 1997) , using their Gala system, allow games of imperfect information to be specified and solved, using a tree based approach. However, due to the size of the trees they state "…we are nowhere close to being able to solve huge games such as full-scale poker, and it is unlikely that we will ever be able to do so." Luigi Barone and Lyndon While recognise four main types of poker player; Loose, Tight, Passive, and Aggressive. These characteristics are combined to create the four common types of poker players: Loose Passive, Loose Aggressive, Tight Passive and Tight Aggressive players (Barone & While, 1999; 2000) . A Loose Aggressive player will overestimate their hand, raising frequently, and their aggressive nature will drive the pot higher, increasing their potential winnings. A Loose Passive player will overestimate their hand, but due to their passive nature will rarely raise, preferring to call and allow other players to increase the pot. A Tight Aggressive player will play to close constraints, participating in only a few hands which they have a high probability of winning. The hands they do play, they will raise frequently to increase the size of the pot. A Tight Passive player will participate in few hands, only considering playing those that they have a high probability of winning. The passive nature implies that they allow other players to drive the pot, raising infrequently themselves.
In their first paper Barone and While (Barone, 1998) suggest evolutionary strategies as a way of modelling an adaptive poker player. They use a simple poker variant where each player has two private cards, there are five community cards and one round of betting. This initial work incorporates three main areas of analysis; hand strength, position and risk management. Two types of tables are used, a loose table and a tight table. The work demonstrates how a player that has evolved using evolutionary strategies can adapt its style to the two types of table.
In (Barone, 1999) they develop their work by introducing a hypercube which is an n dimensional vector, used to store candidate solutions. The hypercube has one dimension for the betting position (early, middle and late) and another dimension for the risk management (selected from the interval 0..3). At each stage of the game the relevant candidate solutions are selected from the hypercube (e.g. middle betting position and risk management 2) and the decision is made whether to fold, call or raise. To make the decision the hypercube entry holds seven real valued numbers which are used as constants to three functions (fold, call and raise). In effect, the functions lead to a probability of carrying out the relevant action. It i s the seven real values that are evolved depending on whether the player won the hand or not. Barone reports that this poker player improves on the 1998 version. Their 2000 paper (Barone, 2000) extends the dimensions of the hypercube to include four betting rounds (pre-flop, post-flop, post-turn and post-river) and an opponent dimension so that the evolved player can choose which type of player it is up against. The authors report this player out performs a competent static player.
Poker, being a game of imperfect information, is interesting as a game for the basis of research. Unlike chess and checkers, poker has some information that is unseen. Poker also contains other unknowns such as the playing styles of the other players who may use bluffing (and double bluffing) during the course of the game. These elements add to the research interest. Unlike complete information games where the techniques to solve the games (computational power allowing) have been known and understood for a long time (such as mini-max search and alpha-beta pruning), games of imperfect information have not received the same sort of analysis and, doing so, could prove relevant to many other areas such as economics, on-line auctions and negotiating.
The Rules of Poker
The exact rules for poker can be found in many poker books (see, for example, Sklansky, 1994; 1996) and we simply give here the basic rules of one variant (Texas Hold 'Em) so that the reader is able to follow the remainder of this paper. Each player is dealt two cards. These are private cards, only being visible to the player receiving those cards. These cards are normally referred to as hole cards. A round of betting follows this initial deal. Next, three community cards (called the flop) are dealt, face up, in the middle of the table. These cards are used by every player to make the best five card poker hand, using their hole cards. A round of betting follows the flop. Next, another community card (called the turn) is dealt face up in the middle of the table. Another round of betting follows. Finally, another community card (called the river)
is dealt and a final round of betting follows. Once this final round of betting has taken place, assuming there are two or more players who still have an interest in the pot, the cards are shown and the highest poker hand wins. In forming a poker hand, the players can use any combination of their two hole cards and the five community cards to make the best five card poker hand. The various poker hands are as follows, in descending order. Royal Flush: Ten, Jack, Queen, King and Ace, all in the same suit. Straight Flush: any sequence of five cards, all of the same suit. Four of a Kind: four cards having the same value, one from each suit. Full House: three cards of the same value combined with two cards of the same value. For example, Three 2's and a pair of Queens. Flush: all five cards have the same suit. Straight: all five card values are in sequence, made up from at least two suits. Three of a Kind: three cards all having the same value. Two Pairs: two cards of the same value, combined with another two card of the same value. For example, two 9's and two 3's. A Pair: two cards having the same value. Single Card: the highest value card is used to value the hand.
When betting, the players have three choices to make. They can either fold (throw in their cards and relinquish all claims to the money in the pot), they can call (match the amount of money bet so far) or they can raise (increase the current bet, thus forcing all the other players to match this amount or fold). To start the betting it is usual to put in some form of ante. This is a mechanism to start the betting by giving the players an interest in the pot.
In this paper we have not implemented a full version of Texas Hold 'Em, preferring a version of poker, where the players are dealt five cards and, after a round of betting, are allowed to trade two cards before a final round of betting. This version is known as draw poker and was considered as a suitable test bed for this initial investigation.
Experiments
We have implemented the four playing styles (loose passive, loose aggressive, tight passive and tight aggressive) described above so that we can sit each of them at our tables and find out if our approach can adapt to each o f these styles. Each playing style will play to a specific set of rules using the value of their current hand and the current value of the pot to decide whether to fold, call, or raise. In order to test our adaptive poker player, we adopt the following rules. At the start of each hand each player places an ante of one unit into the pot. There will be two rounds of betting. Each round will pass around the table a maximum of three times, unless every player except one decides to fold, or all players call.
Non-evolving players will play to the strategies described above (tables 1 thru 4). The evolving player considers three factors when deciding whether to fold, call or raise, these being hand strength, the number of players left at the table and the money in the p ot. As well as these factors, a learning value will be evolved and will also dictate the actions of the evolving player. The learning value is manipulated throughout the training period of the evolving player, assisting in its decision whether to fold, call or raise. There is a learning value (ranging over the interval 1..10) associated with each possible hand. The algorithm, in deciding whether to fold, call or raise is as follows.
If lv < 6 then FOLD elseif lv >= 6 AND lv < 8 then CALL elseif lv >= 8 then ac = (lv/LOG(pv)/(np/lv) if ac < 10 then CALL else RAISE by SQRT(ac) * w where lv = learning value for the hand being played pv = the current value of the pot np = number of players left in the current game ac = players action, returning a value greater than 0 w = a weighting factor dependant on lv if lv < 8 then w = 1 if 8 < lv > 8.99 then w = 3 if 9 < lv > 9.99 then w = 4 if lv > 9.99 then w = 5 Example of the use of this algorithm is shown in figures 1 thru 3. lv = 8, np = 5, pv = 50 ac = 7.53, player will call lv = 8, np = 3, pv = 50 ac = 12.57, player will raise 11 units Figure 1 has more players participating in the current game resulting in the evolving player calculating it is less likely to win the pot so it decides to call. A reduced number of players contesting the pot increases the evolving players chances of winning, influencing its action to raise, as shown in figure 2.
Figures 3 highlights the difference in the raise value when the learning value is adjusted between the values of 8 ( figure 2) and 9 (figure 3) . The learning value of 9 is associated with better hand rankings, thus there is a better chance of winning. As the possibility of winning is increased with the higher learning value, more emphasis is placed on driving the pot harder, raising it, in the hope of increased winnings.
The learning values, lv, are associated with hand strength. Each hand is given a value, lv, which is used in the formulae outlined above. Initially, all values are set to 10, so that the evolving player will raise every time. Using this method every hand is assumed to be good until we find out otherwise. This is seen as preferable to assuming every hand is bad until we know otherwise as this was one of the criticisms that Barone made of his own work. He experienced a royal flush so infrequently that he folded it when one did appear, on the basis that the program had not learnt that this was good hand.
Our adaptation technique is simple. If the evolving player wins a game, with other players either calling or raising, then the learning value is incremented by 0.1, but will never exceed 10. If the player folds after raising or calling the learning value will be decreased by 0.1 unless it is already zero.
All our tests have five players seated at the table. Player 1, except for initial testing to confirm the system is operating fairly, will always be the evolving player. Players 2 thru 5 will be the non-evolving players as defined in tables 1 thru 4. Each player will have 10,000 units allocated to them making a total of 50,000 units at the table. The evolving player will have its learning values initialised to ten at the start of each training session. The deal and betting will move clockwise around the table. The player to the dealers left will always play first. Initial testing, using tables of similar players with no evolving player, showed that the game was fair, in that no single player or position dominated.
The evolving player must initially be trained by allowing manipulation of the learning values. It is interesting to monitor the evolving player during this learning period.
Initially, the evolving player plays every hand. This can be seen in epochs (hands played) 1 to 100 in table 5. After this, learning values are being reduced and the number of hands played gradually decreases. Table 5 also shows another interesting result. The percentage of hands played gradually falls, yet the number of hands won increases, demonstrating that the player is learning. At the end of the training period less than half of the hands are being played with over 33% of them winning.
Next we consider how the training process affects the number of units the evolving player wins or loses over a specific time period. As highlighted above, the player will soon realise that playing in every pot (and raising it, due to the high learning values) is not the best method of playing poker. As the player begins to adapt, the losing streak eventually levels off and changes into a winning streak, creating a better player, maximising its winnings against a variety of players. Figures 4 and 5 show how the program learns to play poker against two different tables, where a table consists of players of the same playing style. From figure 4 and 5 an obvious losing trend can be seen, particularly in figure 5. The evolving player initially loses, before the graph levels off and then rises. Figure 4 has an initial losing period until epoch 350, when the losing streak begins to level off as the learning starts to have an impact. By epoch 1300 the learning process is almost complete, and the program begins to win and eventually wins more units than it initially started with. Figure 5 takes slightly longer to learn, the initial losing streak continues until epoch 650. This losing streak levels off until epoch 2650, when the learning process allows the player to regain its earlier losses and by epoch 3600 the evolving player is back in the black. Figure 4 and 5 emphasises that learning against a table of Loose Aggressive players is quicker than that of a table of Tight Aggressive players due to the fact that tight players play less hands themselves. In addition, the evolving player wins more money against a loose player than a tight player. Table 6 shows the results when the evolved player (i.e. after training) is played against players of a single style, after a training period of 5000 epochs. A value of 5000 was chosen as it appears that a player can be trained in about 4000 epochs (figures 4 and 5). The figure of 5000 was chosen as an insurance against slow learning due to an unfavourable distribution of cards. The results in table 6 are played over 1000 hands, averaged over five runs Table 6 : Units Won by each player (Player 1 is the evolving player) players lose more than tight players and the evolving player does better against the loose players. It is well known that tight poker players will do better than loose players but there is a balance to be struck otherwise a tight pl ayer would only ever bet with the best hand. It would appear that the evolving player has found such a balance.
So far, the players at a given table have all been of the same type. Figure 6 shows how the evolving player competes when there are four different types of player at the same table (we also tested a variety of different players at the same table and the results are similar).
The results confirm our intuition that the loose players do worse than the tight players. It is also pleasing to see that the evolved player beats all the other players. 
Conclusions and Discussion
This paper has carried out an initial investigation as to how a computer program can learn how to play poker. We realize that this is only an initial investigation but we feel that we have shown the method we propose, although simple in its implementation, does show that an adaptive poker player is a promising research direction. Not only would several competing research groups be able to promote the research domain but, a sustained research strategy could derive benefits in other areas such as bluffing, negotiation and dealing with imperfect information. These insights would be valuable in domains such as on-line a uctions, game playing theory, negotiating and real world economics.
Our current research plans will consider using Texas Hold 'Em as a more suitable poker variant. We are also experimenting with evolutionary strategies in place of the simple learning technique we currently employ. We also plan to experiment with coevolution so that different strategies have to fight to survive to a future generation. Finally, we will also incorporate bluffing and negotiation so as we feel these elements are needed in order to compete with the best human players. 
